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Abstract 
Higher education has the potential to act as ecosystem catalysts, connecting with the places 
our institutions which they are a part of, for learning-based changes with wicked 
(sustainability) challenges. This, however, calls for reorienting and rethinking of the higher 
educational narratives and subsequent practices towards more ecological and relational ones. 
In this study, a pilot aimed to connect a course at The Hague University of Applied Sciences 
(The Netherlands) to an industrial park next to the university which is undergoing transition 
towards a sustainable living space. The pilot, which ran from September 2020 to February 
2021, included 17 students from 9 nationalities and 12 different bachelor programmes, and 
was designed according to the concepts of an ‘ecology of learning’. In this semester long 
course, called Mission Impact, students reflected every five-weeks, to capture their learning 
experiences using a combination of arts-based and narrative reflection methods. Two 
questions guided the analysis: (1) what are the key design characteristics of an ecological 
approach to higher education that connects to sustainability transformations (in times of 
COVID-19) and (2) what does this type of education asks from to learners. The reflective 
artefacts were analysed using Narratives of T-Mapping and juxtaposed with auto-
ethnographic insights maintained by the first author for triangulation. Preliminary results of 
this pilot include the structure in chaos, space for transformation, openness for emerging 
futures & action confidence as components of such an ecological education that connects to 
and co-creates sustainability transformations. 
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Introduction 
 
The ongoing COVID-19 crisis, while difficult in many aspects has put a magnifying glass on 
our unsustainable ways of living. The sustainability crisis that we collectively face poses a 
severe long-term threat for life to thrive (Kopnina, 2020). If business-as-usual continues, 
damage to natural eco-social systems could be catastrophic (e.g., Brandt et al., 2013; Markard 
et al., 2012). To prevent this systemic failure, we must transition towards more sustainability-
oriented futures where eco-social systems are designed to balance human activity and natural 
ecosystem integrity (Raworth, 2018; Wahl, 2018). In other words, we must transform towards 
more sustainable realities. Higher Education (HE) has the potential to act as catalyst, through 
a transformation of educational praxis, to co-create these futures (Poldner, 2020; Wals, 
2019a). As education is linked to all issues presenting the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) (Tafuni & Heß, 2019) rethinking and reorienting education towards sustainability by 
co-creating sustainability transformations (STs) could be a way for HE to contribute more 
meaningfully to the public good (Wals, 2019a). 
 
While we know that STs require fundamental changes in complex adaptive systems, these 
systems cannot be controlled by traditional top-down or bottom-up approaches. STs can 
however, be facilitated through deep learning-based processes (Burford, 2015; Lotz-Sisitka et 
al., 2015). As such, the importance of learning as a basis for these STs is frequently 
mentioned in literature (e.g., Beers et al., 2016; Geels, 2018). Furthermore, the discourse on 
learning-based STs, - sometimes referred to as learning ecologies for sustainable 
transformations (Barnett & Jackson, 2019) - acknowledges the highly contextualized and 
place-based aspects of STs (Pisters et al, 2020). This discourse and practice have so far 
however, remained (largely) outside the frameworks of formal HE (Barnett & Jackson, 2019, 
Wals, 2019b). Their role as catalyst for STs additionally requires a combination of external 
transitions (e.g., changes in systems, businesses, technologies) and internal transformation 
(e.g., changes in our values, mindsets, worldviews) (Ives et al. (2020)). This reorientation 
towards more ecological approaches could be seen as rewriting the narrative of HE, made 
tangible through designing educational processes, structures and cultures that connect to and 
co-create STs (van den Berg, 2020). 
 
This re-narration builds on an ecological understanding of education (e.g., Barnett & Jackson, 
2019; van den Berg, et al, in press) that normatively seeks to balance ecological and societal 
wellbeing (Raworth, 2018). In this way, learning-based change towards more sustainability-
oriented futures is seen as an emergent property of the interrelations between people, places 
and educational praxis. Where ecological approaches to HE act as ‘innovation ecotones’ or 
learning-based liminal spaces for a dialogic process through which more sustainable realities 
can emerge (Pendleton-Jullian, 2009). While the potential for ecological approaches to 
learning, and HE, for STs is philosophically clear, and innovations in practice that engage 
with this transformative work are dawning (e.g., the proliferation of living labs, design labs 
and challenges labs), persistent conceptual and empirical gaps remain (Barnett & Jackson, 
2019). In this paper, we connect to this starting movement and dive into the action-knowing 
gap by presenting a pilot study in The Hague, The Netherlands. This pilot focussed on 
learning-based change for STs within the Binckhorst region near the institution, The Hague 
University of Applied Sciences. This area is currently in transition from an unsustainable, 
industrial past, towards a regenerative and circular urban living future. In this pilot, an 
experimental course (Mission Impact), was run to engage students with facilitating societal 
learning for the complex issues that arise in such place-based STs. This course was inspired 



by the Challenge lab at Chalmers University of Technology (Holmberg & Larsson, 2017) as 
well as transformative learning in general (e.g., Litz-Sisitka et al., 2015).   
 
The aim of this project is discovering what a more ecological approach to HE which acts as 
catalyst for STs could look like. This practice engages with an educational reality where the 
complexity of transition challenges, and the messiness of their contexts around the physical 
spaces of our institutions, guide educational praxis instead of simplifying complexity to fit 
within educational structures (Wals, 2019b). In this paper, the following questions guide us: 
(1) what are the key design characteristics of this ecological higher education? And (2) what 
does this type of education offer ask from the involved learners? A (post)qualitative analysis 
of the resulting data was conducted through a combination of abductively analysing 
autoethnography (coordinator/teacher), narratives of ‘T’-mapping (students) & design 
workshops (students, teachers & region representatives). The results include three main 
educational design propositions (related to community, structure, and content) and five 
(personal) design qualities (balance, reflexivity, action confidence, vulnerability & 
openness).  
 
1. Background 
 
1.1. Ecologies of Learning 
 
Ecologies of Learning build on an ecological (and deeply relational) (e.g., Walsh et al, 2021; 
West et al., 2020) perspective on education and learning that ‘involve us interacting with the 
world and the people and things in it, by experiencing and perceiving situations, trying to 
understand them, and responding in ways through new meanings emerges’ (Barnett & 
Jackson, 2019; 2). From this ecological perspective, the purpose of HE is to create the 
structures, processes and designs that connect and facilitate learners to collaborate towards 
more sustainability-oriented futures, within innovation ecosystems, and to guide collective 
action to bring these into being. Or as Laininen (2019; 187) says ‘The main goal of education 
would be to give future generations tools for thinking and seeing the world differently, 
constructing their own worldviews, and acting to create a sustainable future. Learning would 
be embedded in creating change. This transgression of existing reality requires an education 
that welcomes, and nurtures risk (Biesta, 2013), invites genuine vulnerability (Brown, 2018) 
without the fear of negative judgement of competence (Leah et al., 2019) and links learning 
strongly to place (e.g., Pisters et al., 2020). These are markedly different than most HE 
practices now and call for a transformation of how education is designed and enacted towards 
a more ecological approach (Wals, 2019b; van den Berg et al., in press).  
 
This more ecological approach entails that education is a (co)-creative process that inherently 
carries a ‘beautiful risk’ (Biesta, 2013). For educators, this risk emerges from designing and 
enacting an education that connects to and co-creates STs in the innovation ecosystems of 
which they are embedded. Thus, leveraging the societal position of students, and higher 
education more generally, as (relatively) a-political agents of change (e.g., Holmberg & 
Larsson, 2017) to make a positive impact. For students, this risk is presented in the intense 
nature of this type of learning, which combines working on external changes (Ferrer-Balas et 
al., 2009) and internal transformation (Ives et al., 2020). Thus, calling for t-learning1 (e.g., 
Lotz-Sisitka et al., 2015).  
  

																																																													
1 Transformative, Transcendent, Transgressive & Transdisciplinary  



1.2. Transition Design 
 
Transition Design (TD) is an emerging transdisciplinary field of design practice that attempts 
to tackle the complexity and wickedness of contemporary challenges such as climate change, 
biodiversity loss, and social injustice (Irwin, 2015, 2018). TD is a collection of approaches 
centred around working towards more sustainable futures from a relational perspective. And 
highlights the importance of inviting a multiplicity of approaches and perspectives to this 
designing (Scupelli, 2015). Additionally, TD is marked by focussing on long time horizon's 
and the use of (participative) mapping (visual storytelling) to facilitate multi-stakeholder 
engagement making complex and wicked problems more accessible. Thus, the approach 
engages with the broader learning ecology, or innovation ecosystem, involved with a 
particular wicked problem and place.  
  
This gives TD potential for ecological forms of education, as an approach to facilitate societal 
learning. Where the TD approach shines, is at challenging underlying societal assumptions 
and proposing alternative stories for more sustainable futures and making these tangible for a 
broad audience (e.g. Dunne & Raby, 2013, Candy & Kornet, 2017). In this sense, TD 
approaches could be seen as participatory or transgressive approach to learning-based change 
for STs (Andriessen, 2008, Macintyre, 2019).  
  
In this way, both the ecological approach to HE and TD are inspired by Buckminster Fuller's 
perspective on teaching ‘if you want to teach people a new way of thinking, don't bother 
trying to teach them. Instead, give them a tool, the use of which will lead to new ways of 
thinking.’. Where the ecological approach to HE consists of the broader educational 
structures and processes and TD as a collection of methods for students to engage with 
wicked problems in the region. This engagement with TD can also serve as context for 
personal T-learning. Because of this potential complementarity, TD served as the main 
approach for the pilot of the Mission Impact course.  
  
1.3. Applied Narratology 
 
The power of narratives in shaping our collective experience, as well as education, is well 
known. And narrative methods are used relatively frequently in education and t-learning 
sciences (e.g., Pisters et al., 2020; Macintyre 2019). There are also links between future-
oriented studies, such as design, and applied narratology (Raven & Elahi, 2015). However, 
insights and practices derived from narrative studies are often uncritically translated to 
interdisciplinary practices of professional storytelling (Moenander, 2018), including in 
education (Gallagher, 2011). There is also strong emphasis on the power of stories in shaping 
our collective action in the discourse on sustainability-oriented futures (Wahl, 2016), e.g., in 
reference on alternative meta-narratives to organizing society such as the doughnut-, circular- 
or regenerative economies (Raworth, 2018, Poldner 2020). This then presents a twofold 
opportunity for the inclusion of applied narratology with ecologies of learning and TD. 
On one hand, applied narrative approaches can be powerfully leveraged to facilitate t-
learning as well as societal change. On the other hand, engaging with practice-based 
storytelling approaches to facilitate societal learning may contribute to the further conceptual 
understanding of the role of narrative in STs.  
 
As TD navigates multiplicity of relational co-constructed desirable futures. Of both a 
personal and societal nature. The task of ecological forms of HE includes both the telling and 
shaping of better stories (those that are more conducive to STs) and supporting in the 



processes of (personal) transformation that accompany such praxis. It is in this nexus, 
between university, place, and story that a potential for these deep transformative learning 
processes can be. We explore one such nexus in the form of Narrative T-Mapping (NTM) in 
chapter 3. Simultaneously, this combination of narrative, TD and ecological education is 
limited and deserves further (academic) inquiry.   
 
2. Methodology 
 
2.1. Research Setting 
 
To test this more ecological approach to HE that acts as catalyst for STs in the regions around 
our institution. A course (minor) of 30 ECTS was created called Mission Impact. This course 
was a semester-long educational that explored more ecological approaches to higher 
education, which combined working on external transition challenges (such as the transition 
towards a circular region) with internal transformation (the way we feel, perceive, and are in 
the world). The minor/course ran from September 2020 to February 2021 and was co-
designed and conducted in close partnership with the Binckhorst region, next to our 
university in The Hague, to leverage the potentiality of higher education as catalyst of 
learning-based change. In this pilot, 17 students from 9 countries and 12 educational 
programmes joined to develop their regenerative leadership capacity — the ability to connect 
to and guide collective learning towards sustainable future realities. The participants were 
all near the end of their bachelor studies, with a majority coming from the Technology, 
Innovation & Society department (STEM). This included students from spatial planning, 
industrial design engineering as well as the applied mathematics programmes. In the course, 
they tackled transition challenges, such as sustainable homes of the future or the vulnerability 
of circular businesses in the face of rapid urbanization, in small transdisciplinary teams of 
three to four over a fifteen-week period.  
 
To support the process of engaging with these challenges, externally oriented courses (such 
as on complexity and regenerative design) were combined with inner oriented workshops and 
sessions. These latter sessions were hosted bi-weekly and initially were highly scripted 
activities that included storytelling2 exercises, guided meditations, drawing, and other forms 
of arts-based learning (Pearson et al., 2018). As the semester unfolded, these sessions 
became increasingly less scripted as it became clear that the students primarily needed a safe 
space (in the sense of a space where they felt they were able to be vulnerable) to share about 
how they were doing, feeling, and becoming in this process of inner transformation. Every 
fifth week of the semester, the students were asked to submit visual and written narratives of 
their reflections about their subjective lived experiences. The first two of these, weeks five 
and ten were open format. The last (week 15) purposely engaged with the Living Spiral 
Framework (Macintyre, 2019) as a method for reflection on relational processes of learning-
based transformation through arts-based and story approaches.  
  
2.2. Data Generation 
 
For this research, a multi-method approach to data gathering was applied. Which included: 
(1) the recordings of the collective reflective sessions described above, resulting in seven 
recordings lasting between one and four hours in length respectively. (2) The narratives and 

																																																													
2 For a great example of some of these materials please see: https://www.thehagueuniversity.com/docs/default-
source/documenten-onderzoek/expertisecentra/mz/impact-magazine-1-february-2021.pdf?sfvrsn=2df593cd_4  



arts-based reflective assignments submitted every fifth week of the course, which resulted in 
49 documents. (3) An auto-ethnography conducted by the author over the duration of the 
semester (Ellis & Bochner, 2016, Le Roux, 2016), and (4) through three co-design workshops 
conducted after the end of the minor. These design workshops were hosted on three 
subsequent days focussing on engaging with a representative of a new region that we will be 
adding for the next run in September 2021. Consisting of representatives of the Binckhorst 
(n=3) and a selection of the teachers and students involved in the pilot (n=5). In these 
workshops, a series of questions based on the insights derived from the student’s work were 
posed. Participants were asked to sketch out their response, as a form of photo-elicitation 
(e.g., Atkins & O'Brien, 2009; Glaw, 2017) before engaging in a group dialogue. In the 
background, one research assistant was visualizing the dialogue as a sketch while two others 
were putting them on a Miro board. Towards the end of the sessions both modalities were 
presented back to the participants to corroborate the findings.  
 
2.3. Data Analysis 

 

Figure 1: Transition/Transforming Narrative Mapping 
 
2.4. Narratives of T-mapping 
 
Fig 1. Example of one of the NTMs, where each colour post-it represents a different 
subjective viewpoint. The horizontal axis represents the temporal dimension, and the vertical 
axis represents the system levels axis.  
 
The NTM, builds on a framework developed for TD (Irwin, 2018) but combines this with a 
narrative focus (temporal). Based on our proposition that stories act as subjective 
representations of lived-experience and that by mapping relationships across a multitude of 
viewpoints in a system can identify relational patterns which can be leveraged for 
change. This approach zooms in on patterns that emerge across and between time and system 
levels by mapping out the gathered materials from a narrative perspective. In this analysis, 
the included system levels were the following:   



System Level Scope Examples 
Macro Relationships with elements, forces, events,  

or items that influenced the experience  
beyond the scope of our university. 
 

Covid-19, financial crisis,  
municipality, entrepreneurs 

Meso Relationships with elements, forces, events,  
or items within our university but outside  
the Mission Impact course. 
 

University policy, 
departmental policy, 
colleagues. 

Micro Relationships with elements, forces, events,  
or items at Mission Impact level. 
 

Assessment, educational 
structures, group dynamics, 
courses 
 

Nano Relationships within individual students  
and their experience 

Feelings, thoughts, 
phenomenological experience. 
 

Table 1: Overview of the System Levels Used with the NTM in the Context of this Pilot 
 
This abductive analysis (Tavory & Timmermans, 2012) was done by mapping the elements 
of the materials, as narratives. Each item was mapped by two people independently, and a 
team of six met each day during the analysis period to discuss and debate placings and 
interpretations of these placements on the NTM. Additionally, the auto-ethnographic insights 
(from the lead author), were not discussed until the NTMs were completed. In total, three 
NTMs were created (one for each of the five-week intervals in the semester) to identify if, 
and why, patterns related to the research questions shifted and/or emerged over time.  
 
The results of the NTM were juxtaposed with the autoethnographic insights, as well as those 
from the design workshops for triangulation. The results have been collated and are presented 
in the next chapter. In the spirit of post-qualitative inquiry, the results also include 
educational design and ethical considerations that warrant further exploration.   
 
3. Results, Discussion & Ethics 
 
3.1. Educational Design 
 
3.1.1. Community 
 
Community building as well as engagement came back strongly across each of the NTMs. 
Both in the sense that facilitating community-based activities and learning is an educational 
design element that requires active work from educators (connecting to each other). As well 
that larger collaborative activities are (sometimes) required because of the scale and 
complexity of the work involved (connecting to place) (Pisters et al., 2020). This demands 
from an educator to act as connector, connecting students with (key) stakeholders in the place 
they are working with. Both of which were identified as a key consideration for educational 
design, particularly in times of COVID-19. During one of the workshops, it was also 
mentioned that this community engagement need may have been larger because of COVID-
19. For the next iteration of the course, 'spider in the web’ people that can act as connectors 
between students and places will be recruited. 
 



The side of community building (within the course) was strongly highlighted in the narratives 
as essential to co-creating a safe space for engaging with the complexity of the challenges. 
The collective reflective sessions were particularly identified as ‘a moment of general 
vulnerability that wasn’t only experienced by me but by most of [the] Mission Impact 
students’. As a response the course was adapted by switching from individual tutoring to 
collective coaching, the incorporation of game nights, the co-hosting of a research workshop, 
and a reduction in structure in favour for open dialogue in the bi-weekly reflective sessions. 
This adaptation for more personal interaction was considered valuable ‘A huge positive of the 
minor was the amount of support that was shown. By the tutors, by my teammates, by the 
other students, and even some of the lecturers. I felt very supported when I needed it and I 
tried to support others when they seemed to be in need. I hope to keep this up.’ 
 
3.1.2. Content 
 
The Mission Impact pilot, like many other educational innovations, suffered from over 
ambition and limited resources. This resulted in the amazing charity of over 30 guests who 
contributed workshops and lectures. But because of this widespread generosity, these were all 
over the place (from eco-psychology to sustainable entrepreneurship) and rarely connected to 
the process of engaging with wicked problems in the region as it was unfolding. This variety 
and disconnection, as well as varying degrees of complexity, resulted in (frequent) confusion. 
As one student commented ‘During some lectures, I feel empowered and motivated to make a 
change. I feel eager to contribute for a better world. There are lectures, which make me feel 
confused and as if I do not belong’. 
 
This presents a difficult design challenge, as on the one hand, ecologies of learning 
perspective build on relational self-guided learning and seeing education as living systems 
(Barnett & Jackson, 2019, Wals, 2019b), which requires just-in-time response that is 
potentially an unreasonable ask for external guest contributors. On the other hand, (most) 
students do not come from an educational system that operates as an emerging living 
system, and have in the case of transdisciplinary courses (wildly) differing degrees of 
knowledge and competence for transdisciplinary collaboration. They are still coming to grasp 
with a relational approach to their own learnings. Resulting in a difficult design problem 
where you as an educator must simultaneously educate towards a base level to engage with 
wicked problems and its complexity. While allowing as much possible space for (self-guided) 
learning to emerge from the living system as it unfolds. Through the analysis, three learning 
lines (leadership for regeneration, creative research doing & personal sustain-abilities) that 
constitute this baseline for our specific educational context were identified. These lines will 
be incorporated as courses based on t-learning (Sisitka et al., 2015) representing a relatively 
small percentage of the total course load. 
 
3.1.3. Structure 
 
As preliminary research showed (van den Berg, in press) structure and complexity conflict 
with this ecological form of HE. In this first pilot, this led to a conscious decision to shy away 
from structure. This was done explicitly to create space for context-dependent emergence. 
However, in embracing complexity we have gone too far. The data highlights a need for 
improving the (supporting) structures, or processes of guiding students through engaging with 
the wicked problems. As many references to (lack of) structure were found in the narratives 
such as ‘overall, the first couple of weeks felt hectic. Like too many online classes for one 
day, too little human interaction, too much sunshine to spend the whole day fixed behind a 



screen inside. Juggling work, classes, and projects in the first five weeks, I probably dropped 
more than just one ball. But somehow, it turned out fine.’ This was also identified auto-
ethnographically. 
 
When working with complexity, uncertainty, and unclarity of context, such as with wicked 
problems, having some structures that acts as a place you know you can come back to if you 
get lost in complexity is vitally important. While lacking structure is not necessarily a bad 
thing for the facilitation of learning (Wals,2019b), in this pilot (almost) everything was 
unstructured. Adding this additional layer of chaos, presented a barrier for the students to 
engage with the unknowingness of the transition challenges. While the importance of 
structure was made clear, the form of it is not yet so. For example, if assessments and 
assignments are predefined (which is often the case) this may add structure but also robs 
away adaptive space for contextual complexity and the learning that can unfold from this. 
This dichotomy presents both a design and ethical challenge, an ethical dilemma between 
protecting (psychologically) by shielding from complexity of context (by adding structure) to 
reduce anxiety and stress. And creating the educational space for them to embrace complexity 
and the t-learning that this can facilitate (externally and personally). The educator’s challenge 
for this dichotomy is, depending on the context in which you are educating, to identify and 
facilitate the minimum amount of structure required to facilitate (psychological) a safely 
embracing complexity while remaining adaptable to changes in (external) contexts. A way to 
explore this tension could be through the metaphor of a sailing ship where the hull represents 
safety and structure and the sail and environment represent dynamism and learning (see the 
work of Scott Barry Kaufman on transcendence for example). It is the architect’s job to 
balance structure and dynamism because if there is a leaky hull, the boat sinks, but if the sails 
are faulty, you don’t sail anywhere. Well, at first, the sails were flowing freely but our hull 
was leaking. 
 
3.2. What does this education offer to learners? 
 
The results presented here do not differentiate between learners (e.g., students and educators) 
for engaging with these more ecological approaches to higher education. They do, however, 
exclude other learners involved in the ecology such as policymakers and entrepreneurs due to 
lacking quality data from these agents. In future iterations, integrating these ´spider in the 
web´ individuals more strongly as researchers-practitioners in designing, running, evaluating 
and researching the course aims to resolve this lack of data. The resulting categories are 
presented below, including links to existing literatures, the changes from this iteration of 
Mission Impact, and the design and ethical considerations that this involves. Where it is 
important to note that these response-abilities when seen from a relational perspective on 
human development (Faulkner et al, 2018; TESF, 2020) can only be nurtured in becoming-
with the broader ecology of learning in which the course is embedded (Haraway, 2016).  
  



Component Description Changes for 
Mission Impact 
v0.2 

Ethical & Educational Design Considerations 

Balance  The ability to 
recover from the 
stresses placed 
upon learners on 
an ongoing 
basis. 

Stronger inclusion 
of mindfulness and 
contemplative 
practices, ongoing 
dialogue about the 
degree of stress and 
more 
individualized 
adaptability of the 
programme to 
accommodate 
different stressors 
across personal 
learning ecologies. 

What content elements of the course should be 
reduced or adjusted to create space for more 
mindfulness practices?  
 
How can fairness of education be safe guarded 
while providing individualization in the name of 
balance? 
 
When is it okay to push beyond balance in the 
name of facilitating t-learning for sustainability 
transformation? 

Reflexivity The ability to 
critically 
(re)engage 
personal 
worldviews, 
perspectives, 
feelings, and 
thoughts based 
on lived 
experience. 

Being more explicit 
about the goals of 
this ecological 
education and 
highlighting the 
ways that the 
course is designed 
to invite 
reflexivity. 

Who are we to judge which specific worldviews 
are just, and which are not? 
 
How can the conditions that facilitate learners to be 
reflexive be facilitated? 

Action 
Confidence 

The ability to 
engage with the 
unknown with 
courage, through 
practices and 
action. 

Clearer 
communication 
from the start that it 
is okay to be 
uncertain, and that 
it takes a lot of 
courage, 
vulnerability, and 
openness 
to act regardless of 
that fact. Strong 
integration in the 
learning journal 
that will be used 
throughout the 
semester. Inclusion 
of workshops on 
this topic. 

How can the (psychological) safety of the learners 
be protected without losing complexity? 
 
How much courage can be, or should be, expected 
from learners within a single semester? 
 
How do we create supportive structures of 
assessment to reward risk taking inherent with 
acting in confidence? 

Vulnerability  The ability to 
engage with 
uncertainty and 
risk from a place 
of strength. 

See above See above 
 
 



Openness  The ability of 
being in service 
to emerging 
futures without 
being too 
attached to any 
particular 
outcome. 

See above See above 

Table 2: Internal Response-abilities Required for Engaging with Sts That Emerged from the 
Ntms. 

 
The above components should be seen from their relationships with community, structure, 
and content, and it is precisely in that relationality that we can identify further opportunities 
for more ecological approaches to higher education. The central question for educators 
engaging with this type of education then is: how would your educational practice look like, 
based on the uniqueness of the place and wicked problems that you engage with taking the 
above internal qualities into consideration?  
  
Conclusions 
 
This pilot, as well as this research, represent an empirical step towards a more ecological 
higher education that connects to and co-creates sustainability transformations. We have 
hoped, through this (post-)qualitative analysis and presentation of personal narratives that 
were generated during the pilot, to provide a sketch for designing and enacting this type of 
education. With the first steps taken and many ethical and empirical questions remaining, a 
few of which have been shared in table 2, higher educational narratives and subsequent 
practices need to continue evolving towards more ecological and relational ones. Starting 
with the next chapter of the minor Mission Impact. Besides warmly inviting more 
practitioner-researchers to engage with this type of education, we would like to stress the 
highly contextual nature of this type of ecological higher education. We see this form of 
education as a relational narrative that is currently being co-written by multiple people, times, 
and places, and while we are not able yet to articulate the conclusion of this ecological 
education as narrative. We look forward to the next chapter. 
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